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Kindergarten 

G&T 

Tier2 

Tier3 

504 

ELL 

IEP 

Science ~ Appendix A 

Differentiation 

Push, Pull, Go Weather and Sky 
Unit 1, 2, 7 6 Unit 4, 6 

Create their own object that moves Create a weather report and 

from the bucket of tinker toys "broadcast" it to the class 

Use the activity card to build an Make a bar graph of the weat1er 

object that moves for the month 

Use the activity card (broken down Color coded thermometer cor�elate 

into 4 steps) to build an object that to how to dress for the weather 

moves appropriately 

Go outside and investigate parts Matching weather words to the 

on the playground then discuss daily weather cards and actual 

how they work weather outside 

Draw and label objects within the Make a chart to show vocabulary 

bucket of tinker toys terms related to weather 

Use the color coded sheet to verify Weather cards are matching to the 

that all materials are ready for the math/weather center 

activity 
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Living Things 
Unit 3, 5, 6 

Change the variables for how to 

grow a plant from a seed i.e. place 

in the dark 

Measure the heights of different 

pumpkin plants and compare 

Identify living and non-living things 

from the unit cards. Add by 

drawing their own examples 

Using clay re-create a Bessbug 

and label its parts 

Label the parts of the Bessbug on 

a worksheet 

Grow lima beans and compare that 

to the size of the pumpkin seeds 
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Grade 1 Light and Sound Waves Sky Watchers Exploring Organisms 
Unit 1, 4 Unit 3, 4 Unit 2, 4 

G&T Design a communication device Maintain a moon journal by writing Write about how parents and 

using light and sound i.e. about what they see in the offspring are alike using plants, 

household items: flashlights, nighttime sky each day for 2 weeks animals, and self 

mirrors, plastic cups, metal spoons 

Tier 2 Compare different sounds based Observe the daytime sky: Go Show how people and animals 

upon the thickness of the rubber outside 3 different times during the protect themselves with a 

band over an open box day and compare the shadows and chart/poster i.e. person wear a 

draw the length of the shadovvs helmet and turtle has a shell 

(adaptations) 

Tier3 Use mirrors and flashlights to Create a Venn diagram comparing Draw and label the parts of the 

explain reflection and how light the day and night sky praying mantis 

travels 

504 Make a drum then place rice on the Demonstrate the phases of the Work in small groups to show how 

top to show the vibration moon by having students be the animal parents care for their young. 

space items and move about each Present and have others guess 

other their animal based upon their 

caring methods 

ELL Have students label items used for Draw and label the phases of the Write a thank you note to their 

their science notebooks moon and explain the patterns parents about how they have 

protected/care for them 

IEP Build a phone out of cups and Use the lamp and their bodies to Create a Venn diagram comparing 

string - using a picture diagram as show the sun, moon, Earth and contrasting animal and plant 

a model relationships needs 
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Grade 2 Matter Earth Materials Ecosystem Diversity 
Unit1,3,5 Unit 2, 5 Unit 4, 5 

G&T Build a pyramid out of unifex cubes Watch a video about melting Work in partners to design and 

using a different number of cubes glaciers, then work together to create a habitat using the 3-D 

research and write about glacier printer 

retreat to present to the class 

Tier2 Use student magazine and support Create a Haiku about nature (follow Read The Lorax and create a 

content discussed in class the poem criteria) and illustrate the concept map detailing the problems 

poem within the text 

Tier3 Sort solids and liquids then create a Work in small groups to research Read 2 books called Seed to Plant 

bar graph to show different ways to slow/prevent wind or water (different authors) and create a 

quantities of each type of matter and for changing the shape of the land. Venn Diagram to compare the two 

write a story problem books 

504 Sort solids and liquids then create a Project Kids in Motion: water cycle Go outside and collect types of 

bar graph to show different fitness and have students exercise leaves, place under paper, and 

quantities of each type of matter while showing how the water cycle create a leaf rubbing. Describe and 

works label the parts 

ELL Read What's smaller than a pigmy Project images and students provide Cut up magazines and look for 

shrew? Point out the illustrations adjectives / phrases to describe each pictures of various habitats then 

and graphics and explain text photo in the sand grain gallery create puzzle pieces while 

features describing shapes of each piece 

IEP Watch a documentary clip about the Create a word web and write about Take your class on a virtual tour of 

how the pyramids at Giza were how the characters in the text help to the Everglades in Florida, by using 

formed preserve sand dunes after a storm the National Park website 
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Grade Weather Life in Ecosystems Forces and Interactions 
3 (Earth's Systems; Earth and Human (Structures, Processes and (Motion and Stability) 

Activity) Ecosystems; Biology, Evolution, 
Heredity) 

G&T Create an instrument that makes the Conduct a virtual fossil dig online Teams design a car on the 3D 

sound of rain falling (using everyday and describe their findings and the printer and race it with others from 

items) tools that were used the classroom 

Tier2 Research and graph types of Learn more about organisms in Perform a magic trick of pulling a 

weather and climate patterns different habitats i.e. terrestrial, tablecloth out from under and set of 

marine, or fresh water (use link from items to show inertia 

text) 

Tier3 Use leveled readers with different Observe traits of a partner and Watch Inertia in Action report on the 

"magazines" to support students describe their differences i.e. importance of vehicle safety 

widow's peak etc. 

504 After viewing a video: act out the Read The Very Hungry Caterpillar to Play tug of war to understand 

different weather hazards a Kindergarten student and then balance and unbalanced forces 

have the 3rd grader explain the life 

cycle of a caterpillar 

ELL Distinguish between different siren Research collective nouns for groups Read Gravity is a Mystery and 

sounds and how they are used of different animals and illustrate discuss concepts such as gravity 

around the community and how/why and inertia 

they help people 

IEP Conduct a weather forecast using Identify the purpose of different beak Drop a spot of paint on the paper 

vocabulary terms given within the shapes and how they're used in :heir and have students drop a ball to 

unit environment show how different heights change 

the splatter 
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Grade Unit 1 Energy Works Unit 2 Changing Earth Unit 3 Plant and Animal Structures 
4 (Energy; Waves and their (Earth's Place in the Universe) (Structure and Processes) 

Application) 
G&T Build a series and a parallel circuit Students will be able to identify Identify all hearts of a squid using 

by using provided materials and no tectonic plates using puzzle to dissection and investigation of 

instructions. complete independently. actual structure. 

Tier2 Build a parallel and a series circuit Students will be able to identify Complete a flower structure 

using provided instructions. tectonic plates using puzzle to diagram without a word bank. 

complete independently in small 

groups. 

Tier3 Build a series or a parallel circuit by Complete tectonic plates puzzle Complete a handout on flower 

building a diagram. using a provided map. structure using a word bank. 

504 Vocabulary using leveled readers. Using a graphic organizer, they will Create a model of a flower labeling 

research types of rocks. each part. 

ELL Provided handouts with illustrations Complete a graphic organizer on Draw pictures of plants, animals, 

and definitions. rocks in small groups for google and flowers and their structures. 

slide presentation. 

IEP Handouts with vocabulary Complete a rock cycle flow chart Complete an internal versus 

provided. with a word bank. external plant and animal structure 

handout using word bank. 
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Grade 5 Unit 1 Structure and Properties of Unit 2 Earth and Space Systems Unit 3 Matter and Energy in 
Matter (Earth's Systems) Ecosystems 

(Matter & its Interactions) (Ecosystems) 
G&T Create an experiment to show the Research what a sun dial is using Research the importance of water in a 

amount of materials dissolved in a online resources to build their own sun specific ecosystem and the effect of 

liquid effects its melting point dial using materials they collect removing the water. They will present 

in a google document 

Tier2 Create an experiment to show how Invite student to research activities that Read a short introduction about food 

volume can be calculated using water students can participate in during webs, food chains, and trophic levels 

displacement seasons in different locations while and then complete a food chain for an 

comparing and contrasting arctic ecosystem 

Tier3 Conduct an experiment using Make a google slide show to compare Select and read two books and then 

different liquids to show the effect of and contrast one season and location compare habitats with a partner 

density and how sun effects these areas 

504 Make ice cream in plastic bag to Model the phases of the sun by acting Design and build a solar oven so that it 

model the changes of state it out in a dark room with a flashlight can warm up a slice of pizza 

ELL Using picture diagrams identify Make a shadow flip book of the moon's Explore pictures of food chain energy 

whether the picture is showing a phases and label each phase pyramids and identify differences 

solid, liquid, or a gas appropriately between animals 

IEP Make lemonade to show the Cut out different phases of the moon Make a music recording about the 

difference between solute and solvent and match them to appropriate effects of human impact of the 

and how each mixture taste different location environment 
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Grade 6 Space Systems Weather and Climate Structure, Function and Growth, Development and 
Information Processing Reproduction of 

Organisms. 
G&T Using an online program Create a weather report to Design an experiment to Students will complete the 

animate the phases of be "televised" focusing on see how different liquid activity Genetics with a 
the moon and present it air pressure maps and environments affect a Smile to create a new 
to the class. how it will impact the future living organism (brine offspring. 

weather. shrimp) 
Tier2 Using small groups, Look at a weather map Students will examine their Based on their families' 

each group will take a (focus on air pressure) and own cheek cells in a features, students will try to 
planet and design it to predict what the future microscope and present create a "family" Punnett 
scale using a 3-D printer. weather will be. their findings via Google Square. 

Classroom. 
Tier3 Students will explore the Students will take Use a Venn Diagram to Students will create a step 

phases of the moon by barometric weather compare different types of by step flow chart for either 
accessing the US Naval readings and create a line cells. mitosis or meiosis. 
website. graph showing the change 

and relate it to the weather 
changes outside. 

504 Create a 3-d model Will build a wind sock to Students will make a Create a poster to depict 
showing the phases of help determine wind water-drop microscope either mitosis or meiosis. 
the moon. direction and strength. and determine how to view 

objects and change its 
focus. 

ELL Students will create a Create a poster depicting Make a T-Chart separating Students will create a 
Google Slide helping to the layers of the living from non-living virtual picture book showing 
distinguish between atmosphere and correctly things. and describing different 
waxing and waning lunar labeling each one. phenotypes. 
phases. 

IEP Use picture cut outs to Track the outdoor Draw a nature scene and Using a T-Chart to compare 
order the phases of the temperature throughout label and identify at least 5 and contrast mitosis and 
moon properly. the unit and create a line living and 5 non-living meiosis. 

graph both on paper and things in their picture. 
by using an digital 
spreadsheet. 
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